
 

 

MAHE SHABAAN 

The month of Mahe shabaan is a special month boosted by its very priceless merits 

together with worshipping and remembering our Creator Allah (S.W.T). It‟s a month, 

which, together with  Mahe Rajab and Mahe Ramadhan that truly changes that person 

inside us….into its best form! Imam Ali (A.S) has said, “ supplication is the key of 

prosperity… and the best supplication is that which comes out from pure chests and pious 

hearts…this brings true sincerity in us…saving us from every kind of adversities and 

wickedness.”  

This month being entirely our prophet‟s (S.AW) month is exceptional since this is the 

perfect way to seek nearness to Allah and receive bounties, favors and rewards in this 

world and in the life hereafter. Fasting in this month is so recommended, and highly 

recommended on 15th Shabaan. A general amaal being a simple recitation of salawat and 

sincere isteghfaar… 

A short but delicate munajaat that is quoted to be the most precious mystic supplication 

can be part of your daily amaal in this month. This supplication contains special etiquette 

and manners of servant-hood, manners of how to face Allah, how to beseech Him, how to 

tell Him about our deepest secrets, how to do isteghfaar.. “Munajat-e-Shabaniyah” 

The night of 15th Shabaan also known as “Shab-e-Baraat” is as auspicious as the night of 

„Qadr‟ and so one can but imagine the bounties, rewards and favors showered on 

us…together with a promise from Allah to fulfill every legitimate desire put infront of 

Him. This night is made more beautiful because it is also the birth night of our 12th Imam. 

The amaals for this night are all in the mafati-ul-jinan. 

Imam Ali has said, “ put faith in Allah, seek His protection, direct your prayer to Him 

alone, ask as much as His favors as you can, to give as well as to withhold lies in His power 

only. Know that Allah owns the treasures of the heavens and the earth. He has not 

appointed guards to prevent your prayers reaching Him and he has promised to listen to 

your prayers.”    

 

 


